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told him that he was leaving for a 2 week vacation in Florida. 
When questioned by MAIER as to which doctor, ALEX told her 
Dr. MARQUARDT. It is to be noted that Dr. GILBERT MARQUARDT 
is ALEX's doctor and a PC! of this office. 

Informant further advised that on 2/24/62 ALEX 
asked MAIER to call CAROLINE and ask her if she wanted to 
join them for dinner that night. The identity of CAROLINE 
is unknown to his office, but it is believed that she is a 
friend of SUZANNE MAIER. 

On 2/26/62 informant advised that ALEX and SUZANNE 
MAIER entered into a discussion in ALEX's apartment. MAIER 
mentioned to ALEX that he should not forget to go to a foot 
doctor today and ALEX stated that he would. Later that evening 
ALEX and MAIER were talking about the crystal liquor serving 
set which ALEX apparently had purchased at the local store. 
It is believed that this set is the same one that ALEX was 
referring to above and which cost $475. 

On 2/27/62 informant mentioned that ALEX and SUZANNE 
MAIER entered into a discussion and that ALEX mentioned to 
MAIER that EDDIE Was leaving today. MAIER asked him if he was 
leaving for Acapulco, and ALEX stated yes··:and that he would 
stop to see his daughter on the way. It is believed that the 
EDDIE referred to above is top hoodlum EDDIE VOGEL. It is to 
be noted that VOGEL has a daughter who resides in Scottsdale, 
Arizona, and it is possible that this is the daughter that ALEX 
is referring to whom VOGEL will visit. It is further noted 
that investigation has disclosed that PEGGY STRAK, girl friend 
of VOGEL, was planning on vacationing in Acapulco the week of 
2/26-3/3/62 .. 

Informant further advised that MAIER mentioned to 
ALEX that she would like to apply for her citizenship later 
this year and told ALEX that she would like to get the booklet 
about the Constitution so that she cou~d study this in 
preparation for securing her citizenship. 
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